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WE DELIVER INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY 
SOLUTIONS FOR MOBILITY OPERATIONS 
Precision Technic Defence offers a full range of integrated Sensor,  
Power and Data solutions to support the high Mobility Operational 
requirements in the Modern Battlespace.

THE BASELINE SOLUTION
The foundation of the system is a versatile low weight mounting rack. The outer dimensions have 
been designed to meet the dimensions of the average RTV, and to be mounted without any special 
tools. The rack is designed to host at least two different electric mast solutions of different weights 
and nested height, both ensuring that the height of the platform does not limit the loading into a 
medium size Helicopter. The Rack also incorporates mounting brackets for Sensor Electronic  
Control Units, Communication and Power Systems. The system does not require platform power 
but can be connected in order to harvest power. 

MULTI SENSOR
Precision Technic Defence default EO/IR Sensor Suite is providing by market leading partner,  
FLIR Systems Inc. The LWVPS testing and development have provided numerous and valuable 
experience on vehicle, stabilization and mast configurations, which enables the company to 
ensure the choice of the right sensor for the application and capability. Basic pay loads include 
all-digital High Definition Sensors, Gyro Stabilization, Laser Suite which can include laser designator 
as well as software defined image optimization capabilities. Our focus is to provide an on-the-
move capability of observation, detection and targeting – day and night.

MAST SOLUTIONS
LWVPS Mast solutions include custom made masts to fit the low nesting height needed to  
ensure that the platform transportation performance is not jeopardized. This requirement is  
essential for the loading into medium size rotary wing applications requires a low nested height. 
All mast solutions are electric in order to maximize elevation speed and rigidness, and to mini-
mize weight and foot-print. The electric control of the masts allows the occupants to raise and 
lower the masts without having to exit the vehicle, maintaining situational awareness.

WHAT IS LWVPS?
The Light Weight Versatile Platform System is a flexible and easy adaptable system to enable forces  
to transform any small platform into a highly capable sensor platform. The Solution is fully scalable  
and the driving requirements being low weight, high performance in terms of sensor payloads, range, 
silent watch capability and easy integration, without limiting the operational mobility. Precision  
Technic Defence strives to enhance the effectiveness of the forces as well as protection by enhanced 
stand-off and situational awareness.

The baseline configuration consists of Medium Range Gyro Stabilized Multi Sensor, Mast, Display and 
Power Solution to allow full night silent watch capability, with minimal integration efforts and maintain 
a baseline weight of aprox. 150 kilos.

DISPLAY SYSTEMS
The solutions feature options of both Head Mounted Displays (HMD) as well as a more traditional 
flat panel display. The HMD eliminate any platform integration, space required and light emission. 
Precision Technic Defence had worked with an industry leading technology partner to develop an 
HMD that matches the requirements of the High Definition sensor as well as the environment and 
application. The flat panel display provides additional features with recording functionality and 
additional inputs, which can be used to provide Situational Awareness. Flat Panel display options 
are extensive in terms of both sizing and capability. Integration with Android or Windows based OS 
can be added as functionality.

POWER SYSTEM
The main power system consists of batteries that are certified for air 
transport fully charged. This is a key requirement in order to support the 
mobility of the system as well as sustain the silent watch capability. 
The system also includes a Power Management and Distributor in 
order to enable re-charging from other power systems. The includes 
charging from the vehicle, Fuel Cell, Solar or Wind Power Technology.
The low nested height and stand-alone capability also allows 
the LWVPS to be utilized in commercial vehicle platforms 
such as vans and small trucks.

A VERSATILE BASELINE WITH 
NUMEROUS OPTIONS

Communication Systems
The LWVPS is prepared to incorporate different 
communication options, including TSM Waveform, 
ANW2, ROVER, LINK16 etc. Precision Technic Defence 
are working with these market leading partners to ensure 
that the system is working seamlessly with Government 
Furnished Equipment as well as whatever Communication 
Systems that may be required.

Software Interoperability
Enabling others to see and utilize the feed and CoT data from the system is vital for exploitati-
on of the capability. Precision Technic Defence is working on direct interoperability into Team 
Awareness Kit (TAK) as well as other Battlefield Management Systems. Adding additional Sensors 
and capabilities to the LWVPS have already been proven and can take the baseline system up to 
a full capability to include Shot Detection Systems, Laser Warning Kit as well as on-board Vehicle 
Computer. Re-placing the gyro-stabilized Sensor with a light weight Remote or Autonomous 
Weapon Station can transition the LWVPS into a networked kinetic weapon system.

Additional Solutions 
The characteristics of the LWVPS allow it to be scalable up to a full C4ISTAR solution. From the 
baseline solution, additional sensors like Shot Detection, Laser Warning can be added in addition 
to the Communication Systems. 
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